
Welcome to the first
issue of Independent
Dealer, a new
publication that’s
designed to throw the
spotlight on some of

the toughest business owners and
operators you’re ever likely to meet!

They’re street-smart fighters who go
head to head against competitors with far
greater financial resources and marketing
muscle. They’re small business owners
and operators who wrestle daily with
rising product costs, sky-high fuel prices
and soaring healthcare premiums. And
they’re ambitious entrepreneurs with a
focus on growth that’s limited all too often
by a job market where good people,
particularly on the sales side, are
increasingly hard to find.

Challenges like these would test the
skills and resources of the most seasoned
business managers. But today’s independents
face those challenges every day and most
of them have come up with a way to meet
and beat them! Despite fierce competition,
rising prices and a tight job market, the
independent dealer community today is
strong and growing.

SEE EDITORIAL page 7

WHAT A GREAT

STORY!

What a year!  Paper prices got ugly and so did steel. Fuel costs went

through the roof, health insurance premiums continued to soar and a

persistently tight job market made finding good people close to 

impossible in many parts of the country, particularly on the sales side. 

Uncertainty grew in the overall economy as interest
rates rose, the housing market softened and a
deteriorating situation in Iraq and the Middle East

generally sapped consumer confidence. 
And closer to home, the big box operators

continued their opportunistic acquisition
efforts in the independent dealer
channel and sharpened their
focus on the all-important small

to mid-size office market.
Fortunately, however, most

independents didn’t seem to get the
memo about all the doom and gloom of 2006. Or maybe they were just too busy growing
sales and adding customers to notice!

That, at any rate, is one the key messages from a survey of current business conditions in
the independent channel we conducted last month. ID editors talked to more than 60
independents across the country and found the overwhelming majority enjoyed some solid
growth in 2006 and are very much looking forward to more of the same in the year ahead.

SEE INDEPENDENTS page 6

INDEPENDENTS
Beat Back 2006

Challenges to Maintain 
Solid Growth Trend



Chuckals Named to 
Local Top Ten Growth List

In Tacoma, Washington, Al Lynden and
Chuck Hellar of Chuckals Office Products
were popping the champagne after their
local business magazine, the Business
Examiner of South Puget Sound, honored
their dealership in its 2006 Fastest
Growing Companies awards program. The
Business Examiner is the leading
publication serving the Tacoma business
community and its annual Fastest
Growing Companies awards recognize
outstanding business success and growth
in its market.

Rosi Honored as One of
Utah’s Best Places to Work

Congratulations also go to Becky Harlin
and her team at Rosi Office Products in
Salt Lake City. Rosi was recognized by
Utah Business magazine in its first ever
“Best Companies to Work For” awards
program. Rosi won honors in the “Micro
Companies” category (under forty
employees) and was selected after a
rigorous research process, which
included extensive input from employees
and benchmarking against similar firms in
Utah.

Acquisition for Nickerson
Nickerson Business Supplies in

Monroe, Ohio has laid the groundwork for
continued growth in 2007 with its
acquisition of Fred Felix Company,
another independent dealer. The
acquisition expands Nickerson’s presence
in the Cincinnati market place and brings
with it a 30 percent sales increase.

Office Smart Earns 2006
Ethics in Business Award 

Also celebrating are Glenn McDaniel
and the folks at Sierra Vista, Arizona-
based Office Smart, winners of the Better
Business Bureau of Southern Arizona’s
highest honor, the 2006 Ethics in Business
award. In announcing the award, the local
BBB president had this to say about the
dealership: “Your company’s participation
and support marks you among the best of
the businesses in southern Arizona. With
deep appreciation for the work you do to
make Tucson and southern Arizona a
better place to work, live, and shop.”

Office Smart manager Patty Frates receives
the Better Business Bureau of Southern
Arizona’s 2006 Ethics in Business award,
the organization’s highest honor.

Frohwein Store Move
Coralville, Iowa-based Frohwein Office

Plus has moved its Davenport, Iowa
operations out of its downtown location to
a new, 9,000 sq. ft. facility that will house
the dealership’s Davenport distribution
center and a furniture showroom. 

Garrigan’s Adding 
to Sales Team

In Springfield, Ohio, Garrigan's Office
Plus has added three new sales reps and
an inside e-commerce marketing support
position.  The new hires are part of a new
business development initiative to
support continued growth. 

Office Plus of Nevada
Expands Through Acquisition,
Adds Industry Veteran as New VP

Office Plus of Nevada recently acquired
Custom Office Supply, a 33-year old
dealership based in Northern Nevada. In
addition, the company added industry
veteran William Miller as vice president.
Before joining Office Plus, Miller served
most recently as general manager of S. P.
Richards’ Los Angeles operation. His
career with S. P. Richards spanned the
last 30 years. 

Expansion at Herald 
Office Systems 

In Dillon, South Carolina, Thomas
Jordan and his team at Herald Office
Systems closed out the year with a nice
expansion move, as they acquired the
office supplies business of the News
Reporter in Whiteville, some 50 miles
west. The deal brings Herald two more
outside salespeople and adds another
eight percent to the dealership’s supplies
volume. 

If good things are happening at your dealership,
we want to hear about it!

Just drop an e-mail to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com 
and we'll take it from there.
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WINNERS’Circle Good things are happening for independents all across the
country! Here’s a look at some of the special awards, expansion
moves and more that have come dealers’ way recently.
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“ It has enabled us to grow
without increasing employees.”

“ Repetitive tasks are now automated, so
we can spend time doing other things.”

—Mark Porter, Porter’s Office City

Sales

Integrated Web Storefront

Contracts & Price Modeling

Automated Purchasing

Accounting

Inventory & Warehouse

Furniture Project Management

Shipping & Deliveries

Machine Service & Dispatch

Reporting

SQL Databases

Microsoft® .NET Technology

Ensite Pro™ Enterprise Business System: No other software does 

more to help dealers manage sales, purchasing and operations. 

Ensite Pro simplifies your business, driving down costs, reducing labor 

requirements, and providing the highest return on investment of any 

industry-specific business system.

Find out what Ensite Pro can do for your business.

ECI² offers the three leading software solutions for office 

products dealers — BritNet™, TEAM-DESIGN!® and Ensite Pro™

(866) 374-3219 • info@eci2.com • www.eci2.com

BritNet™

mailto:info@eci2.com
http://www.eci2.com
http://www.eci2.com


INDUSTRY
ECI2 Acquires OMD

eCommerce Industries (ECI2) closed out
2006 by adding one more item to its
shopping cart with the acquisition of OMD
Corp., one of the largest providers of
business system software for office
equipment dealers. 

ECI2 said it will operate OMD as a 
separate subsidiary and continue to 
market and support the OMD product line,
including the company’s flagship OMD
Vision software product. Sales and support
will continue to be handled by the current
OMD staff from the company’s Jefferson
City, Missouri location.

OMD will retain its current headquarters,
and daily operations will be largely
unchanged, ECI2 said. “It will be business 
as usual in Jefferson City,” said ECI2 CEO
Dan Pritchard.

“OMD is a great company with a strong
customer base, highly talented employees,
and technology that complements ECI2’s
existing products,” Pritchard added.
“Combining those strengths with ECI2’s
resources represents a tremendous
opportunity to deliver the kind of powerful,
industry-focused business applications that
dealers need to compete in today’s market.”

Lights Out at Office Depot

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission has announced certain desk
lamps sold at Office Depot stores pose a
shock hazard and are being recalled. Four
reports of minor electrical shocks have been
reported, the commission said.

The lamp's manufacturer, Environmental
Lighting Concepts Inc., is recalling about
6,800 “Taylor” burnished nickel metal desk
lamps because when consumers assemble
them, the fiberglass sheath intended to
protect the electrical cord can become
improperly aligned and may cause 
electrical shock. 

The lamps, made in China, were sold for
about $80 in Office Depot stores nationwide
from May through October. An “O” logo is 
engraved under the power switch and the 

name “OTT-LITE” is engraved on the front of
the base. Model number 13Z63BN9 or
13T63BN9 is printed on a black label on the
underside of the lamp base.

Consumers who purchased the lamps
should stop using them immediately, the
commission said, and contact Environmental
Lighting Concepts for a refund. For more
information, consumers can call the company
toll-free at (866) 421-5180 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. EST Monday through Friday.

NOPA Blasts North Carolina 
State Purchasing Practices

A decision by the North Carolina Office of
Purchase and Contracting to award an 
exclusive contract for office supplies to
Office Depot has drawn sharp criticism from
NOPA. The two-year single-source contract
will result in the loss of nearly 50 small
business jobs in the state, claims NOPA. 

“It is disturbing that a state claiming to 
be small business friendly has eliminated
local small businesses — with a great 
track record of price, delivery, performance
and customer service — in favor of an 
out-of-state, billion-dollar company with no
ties to North Carolina,” the association said
in a statement. 

The association is encouraging members
of the North Carolina state legislature to call
for an immediate review of the contract.

New President at HON

Eric Jungbluth, previously president of
Allsteel, has been named president of the
HON Company. Jungbluth will continue as
executive vice president of HNI Corporation,
parent company of both Allsteel and HON. 

Dave Burdakin, who was previously HON
president, will continue in his role as executive
vice president for HNI Corporation, with a
focus on strategic profit growth initiatives. In
addition, Burdakin will have oversight for the
company’s Maxon and Paoli businesses. Stan
Askren, HNI chairman, president and CEO, will
fill the role of president at Allsteel until a
successor is named.

TriMega Q3 Rebates
Reach $4 Million

TriMega Purchasing Association said it
recently delivered rebates to its 500-plus
members for the third quarter of 2006 of
approximately $4 million. 

TriMega said its total rebate payments
paid in 2006 will reach a record high of over
$26 million, nearly 15% over the total rebates
paid in 2005.

Penn & Teller to Appear at 
United’s Vision 2007 Show

The magic team of Penn & Teller will be the
headline act at United Stationers’ Vision 2007
National Dealer Forum. The Forum will take
place May 14-17 at Mandalay Bay, Las Vegas.  

Since first performing in 1975, Penn & Teller
have built a smash career that has included a
Broadway show, Emmy award-winning PBS
special, national tours, and dozens of
appearances on David Letterman, Jay Leno,
and other popular TV shows.
They have
written three
best-selling
books, and
currently appear
regularly in Las
Vegas to sold-
out audiences.

As with past
Vision events,
Vision 2007 will
feature the latest
data on
consumer
marketplace trends and buying behavior, a
national office products tradeshow featuring
over 100 suppliers, 
high-profile business speakers, and a
comprehensive program of business training
seminars designed to provide a sampling from
the United Dealer Training (UDT) program.
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It’s been just over a year since
United Stationers and SAP

Americas announced plans to
develop a dealer management

solution for independents.  What’s
been happening since then?  We

asked Gary Fromer, senior vice
president, Managed Services, SAP

Americas, for an update.

I.D.: Where do things stand with the Hosted
Solution for Business Products Resellers today?
Are you where you wanted to be when you set
your goals a year ago?

FROMER: We’ve been very impressed with the
level of interest shown by the independent
dealer channel, and we’ve also learned a
tremendous amount since first undertaking this
project. And learning is sometimes a process
that needs to take its natural progression – it
can’t be forced as fast as we – or our dealer
customers and prospects – would sometimes
like for it to happen. 

I.D.: What are some of the most important
things you’ve learned?

FROMER: Each vertical industry has its own
unique business challenges. The office products
industry is characterized by incredible diversity
in serving customer needs. Independent dealers
have learned how to differentiate themselves
from big box stores with many, many different
business models. 

One of our biggest challenges has been to
determine how to properly support all that
creativity and diversity, while at the same time
honoring the standard business disciplines and
best practices that have become the hallmark
of successful SAP customers.

I.D.: So what has SAP done to address 
that situation?

FROMER: We have recently dedicated
additional resources in time and money to
accelerate the development of incremental
capabilities requested by dealers. That team is
led by a dedicated Program Management Office. 
Beyond our dedicated core management and
training team of over 40 people, both of which
include individuals dedicated to just the office
products industry, there are thousands of SAP
employees working on developing various
software solutions that form a base for the
ultimate details that wind up in the SAP Hosted
Solution for Business Products Resellers.

United Stationers has also increased its
financial support of this product, and several
members of the United team are participating
in the continuing effort. I remain very impressed
with United’s commitment to supporting the
development of a viable technology solution for
their customers. Even with that support from
United, the SAP Hosted Solution is designed to
be wholesaler-neutral. 

I.D.: How many dealers are currently on 
the system?

FROMER: There are ten dealers live on the
system, thirteen currently in implementation,
and more than 400 dealers engaged with our
sales team in evaluating the solution. 

I.D.: One of the concerns I’ve heard from dealers
about the SAP system is the cost. How do you
respond to dealers who say it’s too expensive?

FROMER: The SAP Hosted Solution has been
priced to be affordable for dealers of all size
and scope. Our initial customers, ranging in size
from less than $1 million in annual revenue up
to $80+ million, have assessed the capabilities
of our solution and believe that it provides an
attractive return -- in terms of business
integration, scalability and support for growth
and competitiveness.

I.D.: E-commerce has been one of the most
important technology developments in the 
office products industry. What new types of
functionality are being worked on in the 
e-commerce system?

FROMER: E-commerce is a key enabler 
for dealers when differentiating themselves
from their competition. Our technology
development in this area strives to take the 
e-commerce solution beyond traditional
buy/sell functionality. 

We aim to enable a suite of end-customer
facing functionality that can be deployed by
independent dealers to increase service levels
and customer satisfaction. Examples of this
include end-customer site administration, 
end-customer budgeting, and dynamic pricing.

I.D.: So to sum up, if a dealer asked today how
confidently they could make a decision on SAP,
what would you say?

FROMER: I would say that we stand behind
the independent dealer 100%. We have a
product, which is being fortified every day, 
that gives the dealer a strong competitive
solution, now and well into the future. SAP is a
solution that already has helped thousands of
small businesses succeed very impressively,
and now office products specialists have that
same opportunity. 
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“Business today is better than it’s been in a
decade,” reported Julie Garrigan of
Garrigan's Office Plus in Springfield, Ohio.
“We’re doing more business online,
managing our customer database far more
effectively and branching out into jan-san,
ad specialties and bank supplies. Our local
economy has been growing nicely and
that’s helped, too.”

The news from other parts of the country
was just as positive. “This has to be one 
of the best times in history for independents
to grow their business,” said Foss Jones of
Jones & Cook Stationers in McAllen, Texas.
“Our local economy is a good place to be
right now, we’re moving into new markets
and finding more and more customers 
who respond to the independent’s strong
service capabilities.”

Commented Chris Peterson at Warden’s
Office Products Center in Modesto,
California, “2006 was one of our best years—
both for office supplies and office furniture.
We were particularly pleased with our online
sales growth, which was up 40 percent over
the previous year.” 

In Baltimore, sales at Rudolph’s Office
and Computer Supply are up around 25
percent for the year, with the addition of
new salespeople and increased government
business accounting for much of the
growth, says Paul Rudolph.

Even retail stores, viewed by many as a
lost cause since the advent of the big boxes,
posted sales gains for several dealers
surveyed. Stuart Lite at Atlanta-based 
Artlite Office Supply reported double digit
sales gains, even though his company’s
retail store is flanked by two nearby Office
Depot locations. 

“We position ourselves as a unique office
supply store with a lot of hard-to-find,
unusual items the big boxes don’t carry,” he
explained. “It really sets us apart in the
marketplace and generates a lot of strong,
repeat business.”

For many of the dealers we talked with,
office furniture led the sales charge, with
several reporting increases of as much as
25-30 percent. 

“Furniture, particularly mid-market product,
was outstanding for us in 2006,”
commented Gordie Pepper at Charles Ritter
Company in Columbus, Ohio. “It was
particularly strong from May to October and
even though it’s lost a little momentum
since then, we still feel very good about
prospects for the coming year.”

Dealers also found opportunity in
emerging product categories. In
Douglassville, Pennsylvania, Bret Wrigley
and his team at Wrigley's Office Supply
enjoyed strong furniture business, but they
also posted encouraging gains in sales of
jan-san and break room products. 

Also fueling independent dealer growth
during the year was customer
dissatisfaction with big box service and
execution. “When the power channel
fumbles, that opens the door for us,”
commented one dealer. “You have to be
aggressively looking for those situations and
train your salespeople to ask direct
questions about where the problems are—
late deliveries, back orders, etc.—but the
opportunities are certainly there and we’ve
been able to take advantage of them.”

Added another dealer, “We’re probably
having as much success today against the
big boxes as we ever have. We’re finding a
growing sense of frustration among
customers over the kind of service they’re
getting and that really helps our own
service-based value proposition.”

Further helping the independent position,
according to several dealers surveyed, is
growing customer awareness of the
importance to their own hometown
economies of adopting “buy local” practices
wherever possible.

“We’re seeing a definite resurgence of
people who are deliberately trying to do
business with local companies,” reported
Warren Roberts of Warren's Office Supplies
in Springvale, Maine. 

As 2007 gets underway, most dealers we
talked with said they were optimistic that
the positive sales trends will continue. None
of them viewed the year ahead as totally

SEE INDEPENDENTS page 7
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INDEPENDENTS
free from challenges. Efforts by their big

box competition to grow share in the small
and mid-sized office market are growing.
Finding good sales people is unlikely to get
any easier. And a growing number of
forecasts are calling for a downturn in the
economy before too long.

But despite the uncertainty and the
threats, the overall mood among dealers 
surveyed remains upbeat. “There’s a lot of
room for smart independents in this 

Back to page 1

business,” contends David Culverhouse at
Office Services in Garden City, Georgia. “If
you know where your market is and have a
passion for the business, you can compete
successfully against anybody.”

In Temple, Texas, Harry Macey of 
Perry Office Plus echoed Culverhouse’s
optimism. “I don’t see anything holding us
back,” Macey commented. “2006 was
awesome and we’re looking for another
great year ahead.” 
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EDITORIAL
Business may be tough but sales are on

the increase and disciplined management in
the face of rising costs insures that for the
most part, overall bottom line profitability is
still right where it needs to be.

In our book, all of that is cause for
celebration and that’s what the new
Independent Dealer e-zine is all about.
Despite the challenges, there are some
outstanding success stories in the
independent channel today and starting
with this issue, we’ll be showcasing the
dealers who are creating them and 
saluting their expertise, innovation 
and determination. 

We hope, too, to offer a forum for our
readers to present their views on key 
trends in the office marketplace. This is 
your publication and we want to hear from you
loud and often, particularly with ideas on ways
to make it better and more useful for you.

We also want to provide an effective
vehicle for the dealers’ key business
partners, to help them reach the
independent community with their 
news and advertising. And speaking 
of advertising, none of this would be
possible without the generous support 
of our advertisers. 

We all hear a lot from the vendor side
about their commitment to the independent
channel. Our advertisers have stepped up
and showed their commitment in a very
concrete way. We’re personally very grateful
for their support and if you like the
publication, we hope you will please make 
a point of thanking our advetisers and
supporting them with your business.

Most of all though, we hope you will
enjoy reading Independent Dealer and 
not hesitate to let us know how we’re 
doing and how we can make it better.
Putting it simply, today’s independents 
have got a great story and starting with 
this issue, we’re going to be working as
hard as we know how to tell it. Enjoy and
thanks for reading! 

Simon De Groot
ID Editor 

Back to page 1

Opportunities
� New customer points program for

retention and increasing order size
� Online ordering
� Diversifying into new product categories

such as break room and jan-san products,
office furniture, particularly mid-market
business, ad specialties and more IT
� Fumbles by the power players
� Sales to the federal government
� Streamlining our own internal processes

and investing in training
� Furniture-related services such as

cleaning, asset management, etc.
� Saving money by contracting out delivery

and design services
� Marketing an independent private 

label brand
� Adding more medium to large sized

accounts who are not happy with the
service they’re getting from the big boxes
� Growing margin by buying better
� Expanding into new territory
� Retail store growth
� Copiers
� More acquisitions
� Getting our salespeople to do what they’re

supposed to do
� Playing up a strong “Buy Local” message
� Selling into the healthcare market
� The education market at all levels
� Selling more to existing customers

Threats
� The megas are doing a better job in the

mid-market than they used to 
� The government’s strategic sourcing

initiative
� Inflation and continuing problems with

passing on cost increases to our
customers
� Customer loyalty is a lot less than it used to

be
� Our own complacency and lack of

execution
� Other very large independents
� More and more customers putting their

business out for bid and asking for
“prebates”
� Competition from the warehouse clubs like

Costco and Sam’s Club
� More acquisitions of independents by big

box players
� National contracts
� Don’t see any unless the economy crashes
� Continuing problems finding good sales

reps
� Lack of confidence in the overall market

and fear of another terrorist attack
� Suppliers are not doing enough to help

independents compete in the marketplace
� Not staying up on e-commerce. We’re

being hammered on the search engine.
� Continuing conflict and lack of

cooperation among buying groups
� Health insurance cost increases

Opportunities
THREATSWe asked dealers to identify the 

opportunities and threats they see coming 
their way this year. Here, in no particular order, is what they told us:



Running a small business and trying to compete for

business in any market is challenging enough these

days, but it has become even more difficult in the

federal government marketplace, even though the

government continues to trumpet its support of the

small business community.

During the Clinton Administration, then vice president 
Al Gore came up with the idea of streamlining the government
to make it more effective. His efforts led to fewer contracting
officers and a shift in policy away from buying from everyone 
to buying only from a few. We refer to this practice as 
contract bundling.

Contract bundling may have looked nice on paper, but its
implementation left a lot to be desired. It limited the
government’s buying options and kept small businesses from
competing for federal contracts.

Today, the Bush Administration has put in place a policy
that seeks to take contract bundling even further and
potentially, at any rate, lead to the total exclusion of
small business from the government market if fully
implemented.

Last year, the White House issued a directive
requiring agencies to leverage their spending
through a new Strategic Sourcing
initiative.

What does that mean? 

In government language, Strategic Sourcing is defined as follows:

“The collaborative and structured process of critically
analyzing an organization’s spending and using this
information to make business decisions about acquiring
commodities and services more effectively and efficiently.”

Strategic Sourcing, contends the White House, “helps
agencies optimize performance, minimize price, increase
achievement of socio-economic acquisition goals, evaluate
total life cycle management costs, improve vendor access to
business opportunities, and otherwise increase the value of
each dollar spent.”

All that official jargon may well warm the hearts of
government bureaucrats, but for small businesses who find the
government market tough enough already, it represents a real threat.

In layman’s terms, Strategic Sourcing is nothing more
than an effort to limit the number of sellers of goods and
services to a very select few, none of which, if present

trends continue, will be small, independent office
products dealers. In essence, it’s simply a more

severe version of contract bundling and that’s
bad news.

SEE STRATEGIC page 10
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STRATEGIC
In theory at least, both streamlining and Strategic Sourcing

would make sense for the government if, of course, it was meant

to be run like your business. Unfortunately, what the great minds

who developed these concepts forgot is that the federal

government was never intended to run like your business. 

Underlying virtually every aspect of the government’s decision

making is a complex system of checks and balances that

practically guarantees inefficiencies,

while at the same time, of course,

supporting the open and opportunity-

filled society we have enjoyed for

more than two hundred years.

The government doesn’t always

make the “smart” business decision,

nor should it. In addition to buying so-

called “best value,” the government

has an obligation to help out citizens

who may not fit into a successful

business model. 

That’s what purchases from JWOD,

Federal Prison Industries, Hub Zone,

Disabled Veterans and Woman-

Owned companies are all about.

Without government mandates to buy

from these groups, they probably

would not exist, thus costing the

government billions. 

Certainly there are problems with

the way some of these programs

operate, but that’s for another article. My point, though, is that

the government has to be inefficient at times to meet its overall

obligations and unfortunately, some of the people currently

shaping procurement policy seem to have forgotten that very

fundamental fact.

It’s long past time to remind them. Unless the small business

community begins work immediately on reversing this new

policy, it will face increasingly tough problems competing for

federal government business. 

Ironically, perhaps, prospects for change have been helped by

the recent election results. That’s not to say the Democrats are

going to immediately fix all the problems for small business

because clearly they can’t. There are just too many issues out

there for them to deal with, and they will need to pick priorities. 

Our challenge for the new year is to make Strategic Sourcing 

one of those priorities. It won’t be easy. A few letters or a

legislative day once a year simply isn’t enough to get on the

congressional radar screen these days. 

If you want to beat this policy, you have to be willing to do

more. You have to be willing to commit more energy and

resources and be able to make an effective case to Congress,

with hard evidence and documentation, on the impact this policy

is already having on your business. 

Additionally, you need to make your

case to the White House, since they

are still in control and actually believe

Strategic Sourcing is good for our

industry! You have to make a case as

to why it isn’t. Until this is done, you

can expect full steam ahead on

Strategic Sourcing. 

Contract bundling came in courtesy

of a Democratic administration and

Congress. Strategic Sourcing is

coming from a Republican admin-

istration and Congress. Both parties

are to blame, but small businesses, if

unified, can change this trend. We

have some key allies in both the

House and Senate. The challenge will

be finding the right message to

organize and unite small business on

the issue. But it can be done and now

is the time to start!

If you’d like to learn more about

Strategic Sourcing and its impacts on your business or would like

to know how you can combat this policy, please feel free 

to contact me at info@mwcapitol.com or by phone at 

(703) 934-0219. Or visit our website at www.mwcapitol.com

to find a copy of the official White House Strategic Sourcing

policy memo.

For a sample letter you can send to your Senator and

Congressman on Strategic Sourcing, CLICK HERE. 

Paul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol Strategies, LLC, providers
of direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and related services. Before setting up Miller/Wenhold, Miller served
as government affairs director for the National Office Products Alliance and the Office
Furniture Dealers Alliance (NOPA/OFDA). In addition to his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul also provides consulting services to businesses on selling to the
federal, state and local government markets.

Back to page 8
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What’s Wrong with 
Strategic Sourcing:

• It locks independents out of the
contracting process in favor of the
national chains.

• Fewer vendors means the
government will not be guaranteed
“best value” pricing.

• It will force some small businesses
to drop out of the federal
government market.

• It will cost small businesses and
their communities important jobs.

• It does not align with the President’s
public support for an active small
business role in the federal market.

mailto:info@mwcapitol.com
http://www.mwcapitol.com
http://www.idealercentral.com/archives/id_stratsourlet.doc


Times could not be better for you. As a stocking dealer, you have many
choices today.  There are programs available to you to help you lower
your inventory investment, increase gross margins, and add efficiencies
to your business.  See how is.group delivers the most value, faster and
easier.  Consider the is.group solution and the true VALUE we deliver to
independent dealers:

� 100% direct buy cost on over 20,000 OP 
branded products – no exceptions, no matrix pricing,
full back-end rebates

� 100% BPGI rebates – no exceptions

� Over 3,000 stocked OP and IT products in our RDCs

� Over 1,200 OP and IT items available in less than
carton quantities

� No minimum order

� $2100 minimum for prepaid freight on combined OP
and IT orders

� Earn up to an additional 2% off invoice on large orders

� Over 200 stocked private label products and expanding
to over 500 skus in 2007

The is.group RDC program is the ONLY program that is dealer owned,
dealer operated and dealer controlled.

Consider a cooperative that has been delivering benefits to independent
dealers for 29 years.  Call Tom Ashburn today at 317-579-1117 or email
ashburn@isgroup.org for more information.

Your Product �
Your Programs �

Your Cooperative �

mailto:ashburn@isgroup.org
http://www.isgroup.org
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““EEXXEECCUUTTIIOONN:: TThhee
DDiisscciipplliinnee  ooff  GGeettttiinngg
TThhiinnggss  DDoonnee””  
bbyy  LLaarrrryy  BBoossssiiddyy,,  RRaamm
CChhaarraann  aanndd  CChhaarrlleess  BBuurrcckk

By Craig Bartholomew, co-owner
Reporter Big Sky Office, Inc., 
Billings, Montana

Execution is a concept that is constantly
thrown around in the business community as
something a company needs to do to be
successful. But what does it mean? “Execution:

The Discipline of Getting Things Done” provides a
clear definition and offers a very useful approach
to implementation which will make you, your
employees and your company better.

The book is straightforward and easy to read.
To me it lays out clearly through examples why
companies and employees need to execute. The
examples that are provided in the book make you
step back and reflect on your own business and
your actions within the business.

The book then moves into drilling down into
what are the key behaviors of a leader. This
section will provide readers the opportunity to
look inward at themselves and critically assess
their own behavior and skill sets. The process
truly guides you through a “gut check” to see how
good a leader you really are.

It also explains how effective execution can be
implemented and talks about the underlying
process that drives execution and how the various

processes involved work together. This is the nuts
and bolts section of the book and it contains
valuable guidelines on how to drive execution in
your company.

It’s been a very useful resource for me in our
own dealership. I find myself referring back to it
in certain situations and I will re-read it from time
to time to challenge myself on how well I am
performing and what I am doing to transform our
organization into an execution-based business. 

It’s a book that is personally helping me to be a
better leader and eventually have a company that
will execute well above what our competitors
could ever do.

If you’re looking for the same for your business,
I’d certainly recommend finding time to read it!

If you’ve got a favorite book you’d like to
share with your fellow dealers, please let us
know. Just drop us an e-mail and we’ll take it
from there! 

http://www.installnet.com
mailto:simon@idealercentral.com
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Selling against your competition
involves more than just presenting the

features and benefits of YOUR products

versus their products and services. Most

of the time however, that’s what happens. 

For example, the moment a salesperson determines that a
customer is looking at or currently using a competitor’s product or
service, they often start thinking of what product or service they
have to offer that would compete. I would suggest there are other,
far more effective ways to respond. 

First, let’s look at a potential account that is currently doing
business with a competitor and that we’re hoping we can persuade
to switch. Here are some key elements to focus on that can
influence their decision: 

What, if anything, would they like to see improved or
changed about the level of service they are currently
receiving? Never assume because they like the products they are
buying or feel they are getting good pricing, that the service they
are getting is also up to par. Ask the question! In addition, ask what
services are most important to them instead of assuming you know. 

What, if anything, would they like to see improved or
changed about any of the products they currently use? Again,
just because they are using a competitor’s product does not mean
their level of satisfaction is 100 percent. You’ve heard this before:
“Find the pain.” 

Aside from price, what issues would be at the top of the 
list that would influence a decision to make a change? Here
again, don’t assume you know the answer. Ask good questions 
and then listen. 

What, if any, concerns might they have about changing
dealers or products that they would want to be addressed?
Far too often when we’ve gained the opportunity to make a
presentation or have a short meeting with key decision makers, 
we use too much of the time talking about us and what we 
have to offer. 

If we spent more time finding out what was most important to
our prospects, and then tailored what we talk about to those
specific issues, we would win more often and lose less frequently. 

If you do a better job of determining what the customer is trying
to accomplish, and identify the key services or product issues that
are important to them, you will do a much better job of matching
the right products and services to accomplish their objective. 

If you spend too much time focusing on what you are competing
against, you may miss the mark. Here’s an example to consider: 

Joe was looking to purchase some task chairs from a competitor
because the total cost fit into his budget. Lisa was struggling to see
what she might have that would be in the same price range so she
decided to change her approach. Instead, she asked Joe two very
important questions: 

� How long did he expect the task chairs to last before
they needed to be replaced?

� How many hours per day would users be sitting in the
chair, versus being up and about in the office?

What she found out helped her beat out the competition. While
the competitor’s rep only heard one thing, “Keep within the
budget,” Lisa discovered Joe wanted the product to hold up for a
number of years. 

In addition, she learned that the chairs were going to be
subjected to some abuse. Several staff members were rather large
and other than occasional breaks they would be seated on the
chairs most of the day.

Lisa had found the “pain.” She knew the product Joe was looking
at would not hold up under his particular circumstances. As such, it
was up to him to decide if he wanted to buy a longer-term solution
at a little higher price or focus on his original budget objective. Lisa
won the sale. 

How often have you lost business to a competitor when you
knew they did not have as good a product as you were offering? It
happens every day. While the quality of your products and services
are important in winning deals, the skill sets of the salesperson are
even more important. 

Good Luck and Good Selling!

Winnie Ary is a nationally recognized consultant, author, trainer and professional speaker
who has helped literally hundreds of independent dealers improve their sales, sales
management, customer service and leadership capabilities. For more information, visit her
website at www.AryGroup.com or contact Winnie by e-mail at winnie@AryGroup.com.

Selling
AGAINST

THECompetition

http://www.AryGroup.com
mailto:winnie@AryGroup.com
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2007
A framework is essential for evaluating

opportunities and deciding which opportunities are

the best to pursue for your dealership. I have found

it useful to develop worksheets for market

opportunities, operational opportunities (which

include human resource possibilities), and other

opportunities. Each worksheet should include the

following column headings:

1) Description of the opportunity. 

2) Payoff. Most payoffs—the reward—can be
described in financial terms such as additional
revenue or profit potential; a few might be
described in other ways (e.g., added market
power or sustainable competitive advantage).

3) Cost. The cost to take advantage of the
opportunity includes expenses (such as added
payroll costs) and/or capital expenditures
(such as investment in technology).

4) Timing. The estimated length of time required
to capitalize on the opportunity.

5) Rank. Prioritize the opportunities after
discussing the payoff, cost, and timing. I often
use a five point scale: 

1 = nominal payoff, 
3 = moderate attractiveness, 
5 = most promising opportunity. 

Add columns for other relevant factors, for
example, the person(s) responsible for 
developing the strategies or action plans 
for the specified opportunity. 

Market Opportunities
Planning guru Michael Porter preaches that the

essence of strategy is defining how a company
will deliver a distinctive mix of value and service.
As I observe the “Big Box” stores in their
restructuring—primarily around cost efficiencies,
technology, and private label merchandising—and
as I observe their customer service slipping, I see
a significant opportunity for the reemergence of
service for the independent dealer. 

SEE STRATEGIC page 18
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DEVELOPING YOUR 
GrowthOpportunitiesFOR

Market conditions constantly change. As we enter 2007, it’s an
appropriate time to focus on the future and take advantage of tomorrow’s
business potential. As authors Jennings and Haughton stress in their book,
It’s Not the Big That Eat the Small, It’s the Fast That Eat the Slow, speed is a
competitive tool. Determine where and how you can increase revenue and
maximize profit; then, act quickly. 

http://www.idealercentral.com/archives/KuhnOppAnaWkstSam.doc


In today’s increasingly challenging business

climate, having the right partner in your corner

can mean the difference between growing your

business – and going out of business.

Fortunately, Chicago based TriMega Purchasing

Association is very much focused on the ‘growing’

part. As a true buying co-operative, TriMega’s

only purpose is to 

operate for the benefit

of its more than 500

office product dealer

members. Members

agree, that it is this

diligent focus that forms

the backbone of the

partnership TriMega

enjoys with its members.

A Group as Strong
as its Members

Boasting an impres-

sive membership roster

that has grown steadily

in size, TriMega inde-

pendent office product

dealer members range

from $1M to $60M in

annual sales. With 

representation in virtually

every state, TriMega is

able to maximize com-

bined volume purchasing

power to provide the

lowest possible cost of

goods to its members.

Further, as a member of

BPGI (an international

consortium of buying

groups), TriMega’s

members enjoy the 

program and cost benefits

of being backed by

$12B worth of global

purchasing power.

Founded in 1987, TriMega has provided an

environment in which dealers have experienced

growth as a result of aggressive pricing, focused

catalog and flyer programs, and the lowest 

participation costs of any industry buying group,

and 100% return of all rebates – paid on a

quarterly basis.

Bottom Line Focused – Dealer Driven
The group prides itself on being able to 

provide its members with a compelling list of
benefits that are designed to impact the dealers’
bottom line. This advantage helps their mem-
bers not only buy better, but also helps them sell
better through marketing programs, sales tools,

and valuable insights gained through member
interaction. Whether it is the association’s
National Convention (taking place September
2007 in Orlando, FL), their Regional Meetings, or
any of the various board or committee meetings,
TriMega provides ample opportunities for 
member networking while ensuring the group 
is relevant and responsive to its members.

The TriMega Advantage

TriMega believes that by being armed with

the insights, information, and a level playing

field, the independent dealer can continue to

meet the challenges of the industry head on.

TriMega helps its members take back control and

gain that competitive advantage by providing

members with these 

benefits:

• Aggressive pricing 

programs with over 100

direct vendors

• Being a low-cost, 

low-overhead operation

designed to maximize

member return 

• Ability to take advantage

of direct-buy benefits while

keeping the efficiencies of

ordering through a national

wholesaler through

TriMega's TriSupply Program

• Effective profit producing

tools & programs

• Zero holdbacks on

rebates – 100% of rebates

(direct & wholesale) paid

by check quarterly

• Fixed, low monthly dues

• Highest, ROI for 

members versus other

industry buying groups

Isn’t it time you 

considered a partner in

your quest for business

success? Couldn’t you use

some muscle in your 

corner? Don’t you owe it 

to your business to strive

to maximize profit?  Well, there’s never been a

better time to discover the advantage that

hundreds of dealers have already discovered… 

The TriMega Advantage.

To discuss membership opportunities with

TriMega, contact 847-699-3330 ext. 19 or visit

www.trimega.org.

Dealer Profitability 
is TriMega’s #1 Priority

TriMega Purchasing Association is a
leading not-for-profit buying group
serving hundreds of independent office
products dealers nationwide. 

TriMega gives its members:
• High purchasing power – to help 
lower costs

• Rich rebates paid quarterly
• Low monthly dues
• Unique programs to build business
success

• A higher return-on-investment than any
other industry buying group

Isn’t it time you Discovered the
TriMega Advantage?

Call today for a FREE Information Kit! 
847-699-3330 ext 18 or visit www.trimega.org

TriMega boasts programs with
100+ leading suppliers including

TriMega is a proud member of BPGI,
providing our members with $12B of
Global Purchasing Power!

TriMega Members:
Join us at Driven 2007, our National Convention
and Tradeshow

• Septmeber 26-28, 2007, Orlando, FL

TriMega Purchasing Association • 847-699-3330  • www.trimega.org
1700 Higgins Rd., Suite 220  • Des Plaines, IL 60018

Focused on Maximizing Efficiencies, Cost
Savings and Rebate Dollars for Members

http://www.trimega.org
http://www.trimega.org
http://www.trimega.org
http://www.trimega.org


For more information call Tom Ketchum at 1-800-433-8991 ext 255 or 949-466-5718
email tom.ketchum@salestactix.com

THERE IS NO RISK!!!

PROGRAM APPOINTMENT GUARANTEES:
1. Target 20 White Collar Employees

2. All Appointments with Big Box or Power Channel Clients!

3. All appointments are verified twice by our team to guarantee the information is correct.

4. Exclusive to one dealer in a territory.

5. We will replace all Appointments that do not fit the Program Guarantees.

SalesTactix is now offering office supply dealers 
a business development program that

GUARANTEES the results.

“We have recently completed 6 months of SalesTactix New Business Development

Program. We have closed 22 new accounts for an annualized volume of $220,000.

We expect to close 20 more in the next few months for another annualized volume

of $150,000. I recommend this program to any office products dealer who is

interested in increasing their new business in a HURRY!”

Tom Gormley, Hurst Office Suppliers, Lexington, KY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

GROWTH OPPS
There are market opportunities with

existing customers, new customers, and

new business and market niches. With

existing customers, relationships can be

enhanced based on a better understanding

of their needs and priorities. 

Customer retention and penetration of an

account (adding products and services) can

add to revenue and profits. The cost of

capturing this opportunity typically lies in

better company-wide training and the

addition of sales support personnel.

New business development focusing on

targeted customers and selected market

niches has provided many dealers with

substantial additional revenue. Identify your

most promising markets, customers, and

new business opportunities. To be most

successful, it’s essential to constantly

assess and predict changes based upon

customer needs and emerging local market

trends and conditions. 

Operational Opportunities

Opportunities also include areas of

operational performance. Operational

effectiveness is not just about low-cost

efficiency and employee productivity. It 

also includes speed, timely response,

quality, highly deliverable systems, and

advanced technology. 

Capitalize in the areas of productivity—

including technology and people. It’s your

people who drive productivity and customer

service. View them as “capital talent.” A

highly talented, cohesive, and committed

work team at all levels may require an

appreciable cost in order to enhance your

culture and improve recruiting skills and

staff retention. 

Many dealers have found the payoff

extraordinary and well worthy of the

investment. A healthy culture and 

satisfied employees have a direct 

correlation to high performance, increased

productivity, innovation, customer

satisfaction, and profitability. 

Other Opportunities
A recent study by the Custom Research

organization identified five drivers of growth:
innovation, increased products and services,
acquisitions, new customers, and
productivity. Brainstorming in these
categories may provide you with some other
opportunities to consider. 

Several dealers have targeted the
acquisition of other dealers as an
opportunity to increase revenue and 
market share. Other dealers have 
identified strengthening their relationship
with wholesalers, buying groups, 
and manufacturers as one of their 
best opportunities.

Do you know where and how you are
going to grow? Have you identified the right
strategies for 2007? These are the keys to
your survival and, better yet, growth. 

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a
noted industry consultant, writer, and speaker with over 35
years of industry experience. He consults with dealer
principals and their management teams in areas of strategic
planning, leadership and organizational development,
marketing, financial management, valuation and merger/
acquisition. For more information, contact Bill by phone 303-
322-8233, fax 303-331-9032, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

mailto:BillKuhn1@cs.com
mailto:ketchum@salestactix.com
http://www.salestactix.com
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ASK THE
Expert

DO...

1. COUNT AND INSPECT ALL
PIECES. If short or damaged, note 
in detail the count and/or damage 
on the delivery receipt and have the
driver sign and date it at the same 
time you sign. On shortages, note
which items were short, if possible. 
If damaged, be specific and factual,
e.g., “corners bent,” “packaging torn,”
“sides scratched,” etc. If a “clear”
receipt is given and a discrepancy 
is discovered later, it becomes a
“concealed loss or damage” and this
will severely limit your chances of full
recovery from the carrier.

If banding, shrink or stretch wrapping
is broken on receipt, inspect and count
the contents in the driver’s presence. If
any product is missing, add a clear
exception notation to the delivery
receipt, e.g., “Two (2) ctns short.”

2. TAKE DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS of
damaged merchandise and of the
trailer or truck if lading is badly shifted
or damaged. If possible, get the driver
in your photograph, along with the
trailer number or license plate. 

Record the date, truck number or
license plate, driver’s name, carrier’s
name, shipment details, etc. Also,
record the time you inspected the
shipment and photographed it. It is also
recommended that video cameras be
installed at all receiving and shipping
locations, and that film be stored for
future review when necessary.

3. CALL THE CARRIER
IMMEDIATELY for inspection if a
shortage or damage is discovered
(whether or not an exception was noted
on the delivery receipt) and confirm in
writing. State the names of the persons
involved, and the date and time.

4. REPORT ALL DAMAGE AND
SHORTAGES TO THE SHIPPER IN
WRITING, particularly if they are
repetitive. An immediate call to the
carrier provides a foundation of hard
documentary evidence for an eventual
claim file. It also establishes a time
schedule for the carrier to perform its
inspection (Motor carriers must inspect
within five working days). 

5. PRESERVE ALL PACKAGING. If
you don’t set aside the original
packaging along with the damaged
goods it will severely limit your chances
to recover damages (unless you have
preserved the evidence by taking
photographs or obtained an affidavit
from someone with actual knowledge
of its condition).

6. CREATE A DEDICATED HOLDING
AREA FOR DAMAGED GOODS. The
area should be secured and located out
of the way of normal traffic patterns in
the receiving area, to prevent further
damage or pilferage. 

7. MAINTAIN A RECEIVING LOG.
Record the date, arrival and departure
times, carrier’s name, order number,
description of goods, actual count,
notation of damage, if any, and initials
of person making the entry.

8. CONSIDER NOT GIVING YOUR
RECEIVING PEOPLE A COPY OF
THE PURCHASE ORDER, as it often
encourages them to merely check each
line item without counting. If they don’t
have the PO, it forces your receiving
personnel to actually count and inspect
the contents.

DON’T ...

1. REJECT THE SHIPMENT unless it
is leaking or may contaminate other
freight in your warehouse or is so badly
damaged as to be practically worthless.
If you do reject it, still take photographs
and get the driver to confirm the
damage on a separate report.

2. ACCEPT DELIVERIES WITHOUT
INSPECTION. Marking the delivery
receipt “Subject to further inspection”
does not help the claimant, as the
carrier will generally allege any damage
occurred after delivery. The time to
inspect and report on damage is while
the driver is present to sign and
confirm the exception notation on the
delivery receipt. 

3. REJECT NON-CONFORMING
GOODS IF THE CARRIER IS NOT AT
FAULT. Instead, these goods should be
accepted and held for disposition
instructions from the carrier.

Need help with your freight policies and
procedures? Contact freight consultant
Ray Bohman • PH: 508-945-2272

FAX: 508-945-4815
E-mail: raybohman@aol.com

If you’ve got a question about running your business,
send it along and we’ll try and find an answer for you.

Larry Bridgeland of Mid-City Office Products in Rockford, Illinois is looking for ways to improve his receiving procedures. 
“Does anyone have written guidelines or procedures for their warehouse receiving staff to follow when freight arrives at the dock?” asks
Larry. “We’re looking for a way to minimize losses from short deliveries and damage and something to create consistency in handling
inbound freight, regardless of which of my staff actually may sign for the shipment.” Freight consultant Ray Bohman had this to say:

The following “Do’s and Don’ts” will help dealers improve their receiving procedures.

mailto:raybohman@aol.com
mailto:simon@idealercentral.com
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Tim McDermott: Skags Office Products

A native of
Pittsburgh, Tim
moved down to
Florida about 30 years
ago and has owned and
operated Skags since 1980. Over the past 
25-plus years, he’s grown the dealership into
a thriving business providing office supplies,
furniture, coffee service and jan-san products
to the greater Miami market. 

But when hunting season comes round,
Tim and his sons head for Florida’s Lake
Okeechobee in search of Alligator
Mississippiensis, an awesome predator that
can weigh more than half a ton and in the
water move at speeds of up to 25 mph.

Alligator hunting is strictly a night-time
activity. Hunters go out on airboats looking
for potential trophies with a spotlight that
makes the gator’s eyes glow ruby-red. If they
find one, they try to harpoon the gator and
once snagged, they try to get the animal
good and tired so they can get close enough
to finish things off with a bang stick. If you’ve
seen the movie Jaws, you’ll have some idea of 

what’s involved and it’s not exactly your
typical weekend on the water!

Tim’s biggest kill so far came in 1998. It
was his very first trip out, and when he came
back, it was in the company of a 13-foot
monster that tipped the scales at over 1,000
lbs. and took the best part of two
hours to bring in. “It was like hitting a
grand slam your very first time at
bat,” he recalls.

Since then, Tim figures he and his
sons have bagged close to 100 gators
all told, including one that somehow
ended up on the airboat while still
very much alive and created what
seemed like a lifetime of chaos before
finally being taken care of.

“There’s really nothing like being out 
on the lake at night and running around on
an airboat,” says Tim. “Compared to what
we do during the business day, it’s
downright relaxing!” 

If you’re like most independent office products dealers, chances are you probably figure
you’ve already got more than your fair share of alligators to deal with. Down in Florida,

though, Tim McDermott of Miami-based Skags Office
Products can’t get enough of them! Each year,

Tim waits patiently for September to come
round and the opening day of

Florida’s two-month gator hunting
season. Then he and sons Kyle and

Matthew load up the airboat!

FLORIDA DEALER

finds R&R in

Alligator
ALLEY!
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First of all, I wish our partners would get along.
Independent dealers have three partners: their computer
system provider, their wholesaler, and their buying group.
The success of each one is dependent upon the success of
the independent dealer yet those partners continually are
at odds with one other. Wouldn’t it be nice if they would
work together for the common good of the independents?

I wish these three partners would collaborate on common
industry events. Dealer resources are spread too thin when
we try and go to three separate industry events. Wouldn’t
it be nice!

I wish that technology would have gotten easier rather than
more difficult. We spend more time, effort and money on
upgrading our systems than we ever did in the past.
Wouldn’t it be nice!

I wish independents would understand that it is US against
the big box players. We are in the minority and the buying
groups should collaborate instead of being at odds with
one another. It is US against the big box players. Wouldn’t
it be nice!

I wish there was a common numbering system used
throughout the industry. We have worked on this for years
yet today we are only marginally closer than we were
twenty years ago. Wouldn’t it be nice!

I wish people were more patriotic. I am “Proud to be an
American!” Not just on September 11, but every day.
Wouldn’t it be nice!

I wish medical insurance premiums hadn’t increased 87%
in the past six years. This is affecting our whole nation—not
just the office products industry. Many small businesses
are faced with dropping or reducing their coverage, or
going out of business. Wouldn’t it be nice!

I wish that big companies didn’t force their satellite
operations to purchase from the corporate vendor. We have
so few locally owned businesses left and those that aren’t
locally owned are mandated where they purchase the
goods from. Wouldn’t it be nice!

As I look back on the past 30-plus years, I have to say I
wouldn’t have worked in any other industry and that is all
because of the great people who have been my friends
over the years ... the Bob Comptons, the Dave Ferrins, the
Cora Bakers, the John Crawfords and the Tom Spellacys of
this world. 

Thanks to them and to everyone who has made this such a
great ride for me. I wish each and every one of you your
best year ever in 2007! And wouldn’t that be nice!!
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FROM

Bob Rosa: 
Rosa’s Office Plus, 
Richmond, Indiana

THELast
Word

In our book, independents should always have the last word. And
there’s no better person to provide the last word for our premier issue
than Bob Rosa. Bob embodies the very best of what being an
independent is all about.
A founding member of is.group, a twenty-year member of the DDMS Advisory Council and an untiring advocate
for the Buy Local movement, Bob has given generous service to the dealer channel and helped his fellow
independents on many different levels.

Recently, after 33 years as a dealer, Bob announced his retirement. But before he heads off in one of his vintage
Oldsmobiles to wherever his new life may take him, we asked Bob to take a look back and a look forward and
reflect on some of the things the industry could have and should have done better. Here’s what he had to say:


